The Illustrated Tabernacle

If you were reading a description of something important, would you appreciate being able to
â€œsee a more complete pictureâ€• of it? Nowhere is the old maxim â€œa picture is worth a
thousand wordsâ€• more appropriate than in the descriptions of the buildings of the Bible. The
Illustrated Tabernacle brings a new series of illustrations to the scriptural texts describing the
Tabernacle of the Israelites presented in the final chapters of the Old Testament book of
Exodus. Like the bookâ€™s subtitle states, this book is â€œA New Look at the Tabernacle of
the Israelites in Pictures and Words.â€• Instead of a re-hashing of the same information that
shows up in other books on this topic, this book presents a completely new vision of this most
important building of early Judeo-Christian religious history because it actually presents
construction diagrams and uses 21st Century logic to support both its conclusions and the
appearance of the Tabernacleâ€™s objects.An internet search on any of the major bookseller
websites will quickly produce a list of books that purport to illustrate the methods and
construction of the Tabernacle. In my examination of these books, however, there appear to be
a number of glaring errors, and it seems to me that the authors, most of whom seem to have
significant religious credentials, have not put any sort of originality into their works. For
instance, one item that always seems to appear in any book related to the Tabernacle is a
one-half scale measurement requirement of the Tabernacleâ€™s Sanctuary building in
comparison to the First Templeâ€™s Sanctuary building. The text of Exodus easily contradicts
this half-scale measurement, but it still seems to be present in all of the literature on the
subject. Additionally, most of the illustrations within these books do not seem to present any
design that follows the text of Exodus itself, or even simple logic. For example, most of these
books have an illustration of the Bronze Altar of Sacrifice where the walls of the Altar meet
the ground. Simple logic shows that this practice would restrict the airflow required to
maintain the fire within the Altar.The Illustrated Tabernacle presents both structural designs
and logical commentary for each of the Tabernacleâ€™s objects, from the design of the pillars
surrounding the courtyard to the stitching used to sew the various fabrics outlined in the text.
The conclusions that are presented within the book are based on simply reading the descriptive
text in Exodus, on external evidence that anyone can find on the internet (e.g., measuring
systems of the Egyptians and Babylonians), and on simple logic. It also presents these objects
without any sort of symbolic projection (either Jewish or Christian). In this way, the simplicity
of the design of these objects and the elegance of the Tabernacleâ€™s assembly is able to
stand on its own merits without the additional burden of symbolic projection.Any study of the
Old Testament books of Moses (or, the Torah) will benefit greatly from the information in this
book.
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more!. This title contains the illustrated story of the Jewish Tabernacle including an authentic
die-cut cardboard model to build, which has been designed and. Model of the Biblical
Tabernacle (Tent of Meeting) in Israel's Timna Park. (Model of the ( Illustrated History of the
Bible by John Kitto). Part two of this series explores the Tabernacle coverings, the Holy place,
the most Holy place and the high Priests that were allowed in the. This sanctuary takes the
form of a tent or tabernacle that will also house the tablets of divine law handed down to
Moses on Sinai. The concept of the tent- shrine.
In Exodus 25 Moses is shown the plan for the Tabernacle or Sanctuary. This plan was a
simplified version of the heavenly Sanctuary or Tabernacle, designed to. a: mess: EXODUS
25â€”27;35â€”4O â€œ Then he brought â€œEH the ark into THE MENORAH The lampstand
used in the Tabernacle the TabernaCle is one of Israel's. The Tabernacle contained Within its
design a prophecy about the future Messiah Jesus Christ Who Would become the ultimate
Lamb of God. iThe Israelites. The Holy Tabernacle Illustrated takes the reader on a visual tour
of the Tabernacle of Moses a 15th century prophecy rarely mentioned in the Christian religion.
Every day people of the desert tribes who wanted forgiveness for their sins carried lambs
under a year old and without defects to the Tabernacle. The walk of the. Browse the
Collection. Floor Plan of the Tabernacle, one of six illustrated leaves from the Postilla
Litteralis (Floorplan of the Tabernacle (fol. 2r). Public Domain. One of the most influential
university texts of the Middle Ages, the Postilla litteralis provided an extended commentary on
the entire Christian Bible. Its author.
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Finally i give this The Illustrated Tabernacle file. so much thank you to Brayden Yenter that
give me thisthe file download of The Illustrated Tabernacle for free. I know many person find
a book, so we would like to giftaway to every readers of our site. If you like original version of
this pdf, you should buy a original version at book store, but if you want a preview, this is a
site you find. Happy download The Illustrated Tabernacle for free!
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